New Words

- Teacher (དེའི་ཁང་)teacher
- We (ཡིད་)we
- Our (དེའི་)our
- Thirty (སློང་)thirty
- School (སྦྱེ་)school
- In (འི་)in
- Best (དབང་)best
- Class (ཁྲིམ་)class
- Skrol ma (མ་འབྲེལ་)Skrol ma
- Study (ེ་བོག་)study
- Monitor (ཕྲུག་ཕྲུབ་)monitor
- Name (པདྨ་)name
- Hard (རྒྱ་)hard
- A (བཞི།)a
- Knowledgeable man (བཟོམ་བཟོམ་པ་)knowledgeable man
- Hope (རྒྱ་)hope
- Love (རྒྱ་)love
- Ten (འབྲེལ་)ten

Text

Our teacher's name is Rdo rje. He is thirty years old. He is the best teacher in our school. We love Teacher Rdo rje. There are ten students in our class. Sgrol ma is the best student in our class. Tshe ring is our monitor and he is a hard working student. Our hopes are to study hard. And become knowledgeable men.
Sentences

Our teacher's name is Rdo rje.
He is thirty years old.
He is the best teacher in our school.
We love Teacher Rdo rje.
There are ten students in our class.
Sgrol ma is the best student in our class.
Tshe ring is a hard working student.
Tshe ring is our class monitor.
Our hopes are to study hard

Questions and Answers

What is your teacher’s name?
Our teacher’s name is Rdo rje.
How old is your teacher?
Our teacher is thirty years old.
Who is the best teacher in your school?
Rdo rje is the best teacher in our school.
How many students in your class?
We are ten students in our class.
Who is the best student in your class?
Skrol ma in the best student in our class.
What is Tshe ring job?
Tshe ring is monitor in our class.
Who is a hard working student?

Tshe ring is a hard working student.

What are your hopes?

Our hopes are studying hard.
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